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Pruning Foundation Plants 
This pruning tutorial is about managing the shrubs and trees most often planted along 

a building foundation, and the special situations that often develop there.  
For more about *’d items see our basic pruning notes and webinars. 

 
What sets foundation plants apart, in terms of pruning 
Evergreens that cannot sprout new from leafless wood* so often involved 
 Pines, junipers, firs, arborvitaes and spruces 
  Deeper thinning cuts essential right from first year pruned. 
 Even yews, boxwood, rhodies, hollies etc. that can sprout from bare... 
  We’d rather not cut that hard and view bare branches a while 
High visibility areas 
 We want the best there 
 We notice the need for touch-up 
 We notice the overlooked clips 
Desire for tighter shapes 
 
The best time to prune foundation plants 
When the plants will hold shape longest before next pruning 
 That is, end of winter before budbreak, late summer after budset*. 
 Dominant tip buds produce wild-hair shoots during periods of rapid growth 
  So prune to remove tips before plants break bud: expand new foliage. 
When it’s dry 
When the weather is comfortable for gardeners 
 
Special situations at the foundation and tightly clipped plants 
One-sided plants and plants straddling a rain-blocking eave 
 Thin the lighted side to let light through 
 Plants may be more stressed, less responsive to hard cuts 
Recognize & cut for annual growth rate* or plants creep. An inch a year adds up! 
Tight working spaces 
 No room to spread a tarp/skirt. Clippings clean-up is more a chore. 
Hollow plant, poor health. Foliage is the energy producer, need it to “feed” wood. 
 Interior cluttered with dead clips makes it worse 
In snow country, do shrubs occupy what should be space to pile snow? 
 Answer: shrub-like perennials or deciduous shrubs that can be stumped back.  
  Goatsbeard (Aruncus), peony, Solomon’s seal, etc. 
  Dwarf spirea, potentilla etc. 
 
Tools 
Sharp and clean 
Power tools do not save time. Clean up crew saves time! 
 
Points we promise we will not belabor 
Many foundations do not need shrubs 
 Walls attractive to the ground? Insulated? Plant groundcover instead. 
When we want to dress up a housefront with greenery: 
 We plant it further out, so long as it appears “in front” 
  At a minimum, allow room to walk, wash windows, breathe! 
 We use herbaceous perennials rather than kept-small shrubs. 


